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ANNA is a princess and Elsa’s younger sister.
Anna misses her sister and wishes to connect with her.

ELSA is Queen of Arendelle and Anna’s older sister.
She has magical ice powers but fears her powers can hurt others.

HANS is a prince from the Southern Isles.
He proposes to Anna after only knowing her for one day.

KRISTOFF is an ice salesman. His best friend is a reindeer named
Sven. He helps Anna find Elsa and falls in love with her.

MOVIE

SHOW

OLAF is a snowman made by Elsa. He loves summer and warmth.

PABBIE and BULDA are magical beings that raised Kristoff.
In the movie, they are trolls. In the show, they are hidden folk who
live in the mountains and have tails.

SVEN is a reindeer and Kristoff’s best friend.
Even though he cannot talk, Kristoff is able to understand him.
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SYNOPSIS
Elsa and Anna are sisters who reign
over Arendelle. Elsa has secret ice
powers which don’t allow her to
connect with her little sister, Anna.
When Anna reveals her engagement
to Hans after just knowing him for
one day, Elsa is upset and accidentally
releases her powers to the kingdom
freezing everything in her path and
flees to the mountains. Anna with the
company of Sven, Olaf and Kristoff
embark on a journey to find Elsa and
convince her to return home before
Arendelle freezes for good.
All photos by Deen van Meer, © Disney.
Actors in photos from top to bottom: Caroline Innerbichler
(Anna), Caroline Bowman (Elsa), Austin Colby (Hans), Mason
Reeves (Kristoff), F. Michael Haynie (Olaf), Tyler Jimenez
(Pabbie), Brit West (Bulda), Collin Baja (Sven).

Caroline Bowman (Elsa) and the Company of
Frozen North American Tour - photo by Deen van Meer. ©Disney

